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Cari is devastated when her husband Martin leaves her for another woman.
Her friend, wide-boy Nigel, persuades her to get a bank loan and buy a house to do up for rental, but it soon
becomes apparent that he's contravened every rule and regulation in the book.
She's lumbered with an infuriating mother, a friend who's permanently pregnant, and a friend who may be
pregnant - but not by her husband - and her neurotic sister Juliette is on the verge of a nervous breakdown.
Her first tenant, Gary, turns out to be a drug addict on benefit. He moves in a dozen mates and barricades
Cari in the flat while the police are battering the door down, ensuring that she's arrested along with the
squatters.
And then her estranged husband announces that he wants to sell the house she's living in.
Could life get any worse?
At least her love life begins to get interesting. Pursued by spinsterish Henry, she has a fling with TV
interviewer Guy, and then there's closet opera fan Ben the Builder, reassuring and more than presentable.
Cari writes a wish list: (a) Make some money (b) Lose some weight (c) Find someone to have a grand
passion with and (d) Become so rich and successful that Martin is consumed with jealousy.
And suddenly, all her wishes begin to be answered...
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From reader reviews:

Janet Speer:

This book untitled Raising The Roof to be one of several books that best seller in this year, here is because
when you read this reserve you can get a lot of benefit on it. You will easily to buy this specific book in the
book retail store or you can order it by way of online. The publisher on this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you more readily to read this book, since you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there is no
reason for your requirements to past this e-book from your list.

Barbara Baker:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always try to and must have the time or they will get lot of stress from
both day to day life and work. So , when we ask do people have extra time, we will say absolutely indeed.
People is human not a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity have you got when the spare time
coming to an individual of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you try this one, reading guides.
It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the particular book you have read will be Raising
The Roof.

Rosa Rodriguez:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book especially book entitled
Raising The Roof the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that maybe
unfamiliar for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a guide
then become one form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get prior to. The Raising The
Roof giving you yet another experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you useful
information for your better life in this particular era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern the
following is your body and mind is going to be pleased when you are finished reading through it, like
winning a sport. Do you want to try this extraordinary paying spare time activity?

Norbert Walling:

Book is one of source of expertise. We can add our understanding from it. Not only for students but
additionally native or citizen require book to know the update information of year for you to year. As we
know those textbooks have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, also can bring us to
around the world. By book Raising The Roof we can consider more advantage. Don't someone to be creative
people? To get creative person must prefer to read a book. Just choose the best book that appropriate with
your aim. Don't possibly be doubt to change your life by this book Raising The Roof. You can more pleasing
than now.
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